< CAG - Industry Interaction: Position Statement >

1. The Canadian Association of Gastroenterology adheres to the Canadian Medical Association code of ethics.


3. The Canadian Association of Gastroenterology expects full disclosure* of all Industrial relationships in all Canadian Association of Gastroenterology endorsed Continuing Medical Education (CME) events, such that:
   a. Organizers of Canadian Association of Gastroenterology endorsed CME events shall disclose all financial affiliations with Industrial sponsors to the participants in that event, and
   b. Organizers of Canadian Association of Gastroenterology endorsed CME events shall provide to the Canadian Association of Gastroenterology Executive a complete statement of account for the event within 45 days of completion of the event.
   c. A financial summary of Canadian Association of Gastroenterology endorsed CME events shall be presented at the Annual General Meeting of the Association.
   d. Presenters and speakers at Canadian Association of Gastroenterology endorsed CME events shall disclose all Industry associations and interests to the organizers and participants in the event.

4. The Canadian Association of Gastroenterology expects full disclosure* of all Industrial relationships by the authors of manuscripts published in Canadian Association of Gastroenterology endorsed publication.

*an example of a disclosure statement is “Author (A) has received support from Industrial sponsors (X,Y,Z etc), and has acted as a consultant to (X1,Y1,Z1,etc).